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Abstract

To develop an efficient local oscillator (LO) operating above 0.7 THz, the gap

frequency of Nb, on a same chip with a SIS mixer, we have investigated the radiation

power P of NbN-based flux-flow-type Josephson oscillators (FF0s). The designed and

fabricated chip incorporates FF0s, SIS power detectors (DETs), and their coupling

circuits. Both FFOs and DETs consist of epitaxial NbNIA1N/NbN junctions with high

critical current density (15 < J < 78 kA/cm2). The most part of the coupling circuit

consists of NbNiSi0 2/A1 microstrip lines whose if-loss is approximately 2-3 dB. It has

been found P>200 nW, enough for the optimum pumping of a SIS mixer with

if-resistance of 50 Q, is coupled to DETs in the frequency range of 0.5-0.9 THz. The

coupling bandwidth is larger than 20% of its central frequency. In the band, the

radiation frequency is tuned by the control current through the FFO in the range of

10-100 mA. The peak power >1 [AV is detected at 0.76THz. In addition, the dissipated

power in a FFO is smaller than 500 [LW, which is less than 10 -4 of that of semiconductor

sources. These experimental results indicate that FFOs with high-fc NbN/A1N1NbN

junctions are applicable for an on-chip LO above 0.7 THz.

1. Introduction

For submillimeter-wave astronomy and global monitoring of atmosphere pollution,

flux-flow oscillators (FF0s) [1, 2] based on the flux motion in long Josephson junctions
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are suitable for a tunable, compact, and low-power consuming local oscillator (LO) on a

same chip with a SIS mixer Recently, Nb-based FFOs were successfully tested as an

integrated receiver's LO up to the gap frequency of Nb, say 0.7 THz [3, 4]. To increase

the operating frequency of FFOs beyond 0.7 THz, the material of electrodes should be

changed. There are two candidates for such electrode material. One is NbTiN grown on

several kinds of substrate materials and the other is epitaxial NbN on MgO substrates.

Though reported surface resistance of NbTiN film is reasonably low [5] and

successfully adopted for the tuning structure in SIS mixers [6, 7], it is difficult to get

low dark current when junction electrode is replaced by NbTiN. Epitaxial NbN

[8-10] is suitable not only for the tuning structure [11], but also for NbN/A1N/NbN

Josephson junctions with reasonably low dark current in the range of 5<k<127 kA/cm2

[12], where J is the critical current density of Josephson junctions. This feature of

epitaxial NbN is an advantage for FFOs and corresponding integrated receivers

operating above 0.7 THz. In this paper, we have studied the radiation power P of

NbN-based FFOs and demonstrated they are applicable for an on-chip LO above 0.7

THz.

2. Device Design

Fig. 1 shows the top view and cross-section of the device. The designed chip

incorporates FF0s, SIS power detectors (DETs), and their coupling circuits. Both FFOs

and DETs consist of epitaxial NbN/A1N/NbN junctions with high critical current density

./c (15<./c <78 kA/cm2).

The FFO's length IF is 39 or 500 gm, where the former can be used both operational

regimes of Fiske resonant and real flux-flow [3, 4], while the resonant mode is

completely suppressed above 0.3 THz for 47=500 1..tm due to a/ F>1, where a is the

attenuation constant of electromagnetic wave in a FFO. The FFO's width is WF-3 pm

which does not satisfy the conventional requirement of TV F<Vivj [1] for Jc>20 IcA/cm2,

where A,j is its Josephson penetration depth. The reason for adopting W F-3 j_tm is that

we found in another experiment FFOs with W F=2 prn become too insensitive to the

applied magnetic field to be tuned the oscillation frequency in our interested region.

Note that no degradation on characteristics has been experimentally observed for FFOs

with ifF>22j. To obtain steep current steps on its current-voltage characteristics,

important both for higher output power and narrower oscillation linewidth, so called

projection part with the length of 16 and 100 gm is introduced at the edge of FFOs [2]

with 4-39 and 500 gm, respectively. The bias current of the FFO 'BF s fed to the

junction due to its overlap geometry, while the control current /HF for applying the
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magnetic field flows through the base electrode underneath the FFO.

The length of DETs is 2-3 pm, a half of wavelength in the junction at a certain

frequency between 0.55 and 0.82 THz, where the junction capacitance is compensated

by the inductance of junction electrodes [13]. The width of DETs is 0.5-2.0 pm to get

the variation of their impedance. Both the bias current /BD and the control current [HD for

suppression of its Josephson current are supplied to the DET due to its in-line geometry.

The coupling circuit used here is similar to that reported previously [14]. The circuit

consists of impedance transformers, a dc-break, and rf-filters. An impedance

transformer with a tapered NbN/Si0 2/A1 microstripline matches the output impedance

of a FFO (0.5 Q) to the following circuits of 10-25 Q. A dc-break composed of two

microstrip stubs and a pi-slot line in an Al groundplane satisfies both <1 dB coupling

loss for rfisignal and complete isolation for dc-bias between a FFO and a DET. Rf-filters

are positioned at dc-connections for control currents on both DETs and FFOs to prevent

the leak of rf-signal. The if-loss of the total coupling circuit is estimated as

approximately 2-3 dB from our experimental dc-properties of epitaxial NbN [10] and

Al.

3. Device Fabrication

An epitaxial NbN/A1N/NbN junction sandwich was deposited on a (100) Mg0

single crystal of 20x20x0.5 mm 3 by an if-magnetron sputtering method without

intentional heating of the substrate. The fabrication process of junctions and their

characterization were already reported in detail [12]. Jc was varied by the deposition

time of the MN barrier. Thickness of base and counter electrodes was 210-250 and

220-400 nm, respectively. After the sandwich formation, the base electrode was

patterned and etched by a reactive ion etching (RIE) technique in CF 4 until the surface

of MgO substrate was exposed. Before removing the photoresist, a 250-nm-thick Si02

radical absorber was deposited. The role of this radical absorber is explained later. Next,

both FFOs and DETs were defined by the patterning and RIE of the counter electrode in

CF4 . Since sidewall of base electrodes without the radical absorber was exposed to CF4

gas plasma, the base electrode was considerably side-etched during the etching of

counter electrodes. The above-mentioned Si0 2 radical absorber prevents this side

etching, resulting in successful fabrication of 0.5-1Am-wide base electrodes. After a

900-nm-thick Si0 2 film was deposited on a whole substrate for an insulation layer, the

Si0 2 film was removed with chemical-mechanical polishing technique [15] until the

surface of counter electrodes was exposed. This planarization has advantage of both

sufficient step coverage over the edge of counter electrodes and ohmic contact between
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the wiring and the counter electrode without the formation of small via holes on DETs.

The sample was completed by evaporating a 300-nm-thick Al patterned by photoresist

stencil lift-off Typical dc-properties of NbN base electrode and Al wiring were as

follows. The critical temperature and the normal-state resistivity at 20 K of NbN are

15-16 K and 50-60 1.S2cm, respectively. The normal-state resistivity at 20 K and the

ratio of resistivities at 300 K and 20 K of Al are 0.2-0.3 1.1.0cm and 10-20, respectively.

These properties are same as those used in a SIS mixer operating above 0.7 THz [11]

4. Results and Discussion

4-1. De-Characteristics of a FF0 and a DET

Current-voltage VBF- VI, and /BD-VD) characteristics of fabricated FFOs and DETs

were measured at 4.2K with various control currents h iF and hm for the applied

magnetic field, respectively. Fig. 2 shows an example of /BF- VF characteristic of a FFO

with Jc=58 IcA/cm 2 and i/F-39 pm. In Fig. 2, current steps are appeared due to the

flux-flow in the junction, where each step corresponds to each IHF value. Since the

height of current steps Is is proportional to the generated power in the FFO and step

voltage to the oscillation frequency, it is preferable for the higher step to be observed in

the wider voltage region. As shown in Fig. 2, Is >15 mA is clearly observed for 0.6-2.7

mV. It indicates the FFO with epitaxial NbN/A1N/NbN junctions oscillates internally for

0.3-1.3 THz, i.e. close to the gap frequency of the epitaxial NbN. The oscillation

frequency is tuned by /HF in the range of 18-86 mA which can be supplied easily from

batteries or compact dc-power supplies. From /BF and VF of operating points in Fig. 2,

the dissipated dc-power in the FFO is estimated <100 IJW, since /BF flowing through

superconducting base electrode does not consume the power. No FFOs in our

experiment consume dc-power >500 pW. This value is less than 10 -4 of that of

semiconductor sources such as Gunn diodes used with frequency multipliers.

Fig. 3 shows an example of /BD-VD characteristic of a DET with Je=15 kA/cm
2

 and

the area of 2.9 x 0.5 1.1m 2 . The Josephson current is successfully suppressed by 'I-ID.

The solid line denotes the unpumped curve, while the dotted lines pumped ones when

the coupled FFO is biased on a current step shown in Fig. 2. As shown, the

photon-assisted tunneling (PAT) current is observed for a various bias voltage of

coupled FFO rF. The first PAT step is seen around V=1 .8 mV The frequency of the

irradiated wave is related to the voltage of the first PAT step rn-vri below VG as

fpxr=e ( FG- UPATi)/h, where VG is the gap voltage of a DET, e the unit charge, and h

Planck's constant. From I-G=5.4 my and VpAT i
= 1.8 mV, we gotfpAl;---0.86 THz, which is
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consistent with the oscillation frequency of the coupled FFO estimated from VF as

fF=2eVF/h=0.85 THz.

4-2. R[-Coupling between FFO and DET

Based on the experimental unpumped 'BD-ID curve, theoretical pumped curves are

calculated [16] for various if-voltages in the DET Gip. By fitting the theoretical pumped

curve to the experimental one, we get J . From Vrm and the normal resistance of the

DET RND , detected power is calculated as P=VdD 
2
/(2RND). Fig. 4 shows the detected

power as a function of frequency for 5 samples. Each sample has different values offc

and thickness of SiO2 insulator tsio2 used in microstrip coupling circuits. For comparison,

theoretical power required for the optimum pumping for a RS mixer with rfiresistance

of 50 Q is also plotted as small dots in Fig. 4. As shown, the detected power is larger

than the theoretical optimum pumping power between 0.5 and 0.9 Tflz. The

3dB-bandwidth of each sample is larger than 20% of its central frequency. The peak

power of 1.3 iW is detected at 0.76 THz i.e. above the gap frequency of Nb, which

indicates the advantage of NbN-based FF0s.

4-3. Optimum Jc

To be clear the preferable fc values, in Fig. 5, we plot in closed circles the peak

value of detected power as a function of J. As shown, the peak power increases with le

and saturates around 70 kA/cm 2 . The open squares denote the ratio of junction's subgap

resistance at 2mV to its normal resistance RND, i.e. how small the dark current is. As

shown, the normalized dark current is almost independent of ic below 70 kA/cm 2 . From

these preliminary results, tentative optimum region of ic is 50-70 kA/cm 2 . This value

corresponds to coADCsRND product at 0.7THz of 3-5, which is calculated from

ic-dependent specific capacitance Cs [12] and JcA DRND=3.75 mV which is

experimentally obtained, where co is the angular frequency and AD the area of DETs.

This coA DCsRND value is also suitable for the design of SIS mixers on a same chip with

FF0s. For practical application, further discussion on optimum fc will be necessary

from the view point °fie-dependent oscillation linewidth of FFOs [17].

4-4. Upper Frequency Limitation

Fig. 6 shows the relation between the maximum coupling frequency .fmc and iSi02

used in microstrip coupling circuits, where the inset shows the definition of A ic. The
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solid line denotes the designed value and triangles the experimental ones. As shown, the

experimentalfmc is 10-20% smaller than the designed value. To study the reason of this

discrepancy, in Fig. 7, we compare the experimental (triangles with line) and theoretical

(solid curve) frequency-dependent power transmissions from a FFO to a DET, where

two types of microstrip coupling circuits are adopted. The insets show the configuration

of microstrip lines.

Fig 7 (a) shows the case of normal microstrip line used for our present design. The

electric field in the line concentrates under the stripline. The contribution to the line

capacitance of the free space behind the stripline is negligibly small because of its low

dielectric constant (r= 1) though weak electric field exists in the free space. Note that a

substrate behind the groundplane never contributes since the electric field does not exist

in a substrate. Using this model for the calculation, we find the discrepancy between

theoretical and experimental frequency responses.

Fig. 7 (b) shows the case of embedded microstrip line closer to our device

configuration shown in Fig. 1 (b). A MgO substrate with F.,=9.6 is attached not behind

the groundplane but behind the stripline. Because of the electric field in the substrate,

the substrate increases the line capacitance, i.e. decreases fmc from the initial value of

the normal type. As a result, theoretical value fits reasonably experimental one.

In Fig. 6, the designedhc based on embedded microstrip circuits is also plotted in

open squares, which agree quantitatively with experimental value. These results indicate

fmc of the present experiment is determined not by FFOs but by microstrip parameters

far from the optimum value. It suggests the future possibility of detection of required

power for 0.9-1.3 THz after redesigning the coupling circuit based on the embedded

microstrip model.

5. Conclusion

We have demonstrated the radiation power P>200 nW from NbN-based FFOs is

detected by on-chip STS detectors for 0.5-0.9 THz. The peak power >1 f_LW is detected

above the gap frequency of Nb. The coupling bandwidth is larger than 20% of its central

frequency. In the band, the radiation frequency is tuned by the control current through

the FFO in the range of 10- 100 mA. The dissipated power in a FFO is less than 500 jiW.

Higher Jc is preferable for larger P. The maximum detectable frequency is determined

by parameters of microstrip coupling circuits. These experimental results indicate that

FFOs with high-4 , NbN/A1N/NbN junctions are applicable for an on-chip local

oscillator above 0.7 THz.
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(b)

Fig. 1. Top view (a) and cross-section (b)

of a FFO and a coupled DET. Al wiring is

not shown in (a).

Fig. 3, IBIr VD curves of a DET with

Jc= 15kA/cm2 and area of 2.9 X 0.5 1.1m2

under various oscillation frequency of the

coupled FFO.

Fig. 4. Detected power P vs. oscillation

Fig. 2. /F3F-VF characteristics of a FFO frequency of FF0s. Experimental results

with Jc=58kAicm 2 , /F=39 1..tm, and WF=3 on 5 samples with various k and tSi02 are

1.im under various control currents /1-IF. shown. Theoretical optimum pumping

power for a SlS mixer with if-resistance

of 50 Q is plotted in small dots.
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